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Behavior and the Environment: 
Introduction to Respondent and Operant Behavior 
RBT Module 3

1

This training program is based on the RBT Task List (2nd ed.) and is 
designed to meet the 40-hour training requirement for RBT certification. 
The program is offered independent of the BACB
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In This Presentation 

A-6→ Describe behavior and environment in observable and      
measurable terms 

4

Environment and Behavior 
Environment is the physical setting or circumstances in which the organism 
or referenced part of the organism exists 
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Environment and Behavior 
Environment is the physical setting or circumstances in which the organism 
or referenced part of the organism exists 

● The environment influences behavior via stimulus change 

Behavior is the activity of a living organism

● “That portion of an organism's interaction with its environment that 

involves movement of some part of the organism,” (Johnston & 
Penneypacker, 2009, p. 31)
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Environment 
The physical setting or circumstances that influences behavior via stimulus 
change

Stimulus change or events can be described:

● Formally (physical features)
● Temporally (when they occur)
● Functionally (effects on behavior)
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Environment Cont.
Stimulus change or events can include:

● Antecedent Condition (stimulus change prior to behavior) 
● Consequences (stimulus change following to behavior)

Stimulus Change:
Formal (physical)
Temporal (when)
Functional (effect)
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Behavior 
The organism's interaction with its environment-everything that we do

Waving your hand, eating a burger, the blink of an eye, even a neuron firing

● Response→ one specific instance of behavior 

The physical setting or 

circumstances that influences 
behavior via stimulus change; 

include antecedent and 
consequence conditions. 
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Behavior Cont.
Response→ONE INSTANCE of behavior

We can describe/define behavior (responses) structurally or functionally

● Response Topography (structural): Form or physical characteristic 

● Functional: Effects of behavior on the environment 

Let’s think of two instances where I say the word run, same form/ 

topography. What about function? 
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Behavior Cont.  

“Run” in the presence of the letter r-u-n 

“Run” in the presence of a growling dog 

Each instance has a different effect on the environment (function) 
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Behavior-Response Class 

→A group of responses with the same function; each response produces 
same effect on the environment

● Behaviors the all function to get attention: “Hey!”, waving, gestures, 
tapping on shoulder, throwing a ball of waded paper at a peer in class, 

saying someone’s name, raising hand 
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Behavior-Repertoire 

All behaviors someone can emit 

Set of responses someone learned relevant to a particular setting or task 

● Tact repertoire 

● Imitation repertoire 
● Play repertoire 

15
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Don’t forget about Environment... 

Behavior→ the organism's interaction with its environment

● Response→ 1 instance of behavior 
● Described with topography (form) or function (effect)
● Response class→ group of responses with the same function 

● Repertoire→ et of responses someone learned relevant to a particular 
setting or task 
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Don’t forget about Environment... 

Behavior→ the organism's interaction with its 
environment
● Response→ 1 instance of behavior 
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● Response class→ group of responses with the same function 
● Repertoire→ et of responses someone learned relevant to a particular 

setting or task 
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Two Types of Behaviors (within Beh-Env interaction)

Respondent Behavior 

● Elicited by an antecedent stimuli 

Operant Behavior 

● Selected by its consequences 

19

Conditioning Process 

Behavior emerges via a conditioning process (behavior-environment 
relations) 

● Respondent (Classical) Conditioning 
● Operant Conditioning 
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https://youtu.be/H6LEcM0E0io
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Respondent Behavior 

Elicited by an antecedent stimulus 

● Salivation when you smell 
dinner

● Blushing when told your fly is 

undone  

Reflexive 
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https://youtu.be/3bZE1XG_4Hk
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Respondent Behavior 

Elicited by an antecedent stimulus 

● Salivation when you smell 
dinner

● Blushing when told your fly is 

undone  

Reflexive 

Emitted or evoked because of a 
history of consequences 

(reinforcement/ punishment) 

● Novel Repertoires 

● Decrease disruptive behavior

Learned Behaviors  

Operant Behavior 
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https://youtu.be/5XUvm_smWHY
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Describing Behavior

We use operational definitions→Observable and measurable 

Independent observers should be able to track the behavior with accuracy 

● Precise definition→Accurate data recording→Accurate Decisions→
Better student outcomes! 

● Important to choose dimension of measurement that fits the 
occurrence of the behavior and the intended intervention (discussed 

more in future lectures) 

We can describe behavior (responses) 
structurally or functionally

● Response Topography (structural): 
Form or physical characteristic 

● Functional: Effects of behavior on 
the environment (Response Class)
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Example 
Two colleagues agree on the following operational definition(observable 
and measurable):

● Raising Hand→Any instance in which a child raises their hand in the air 
during instruction 

Following an observation the data between the colleagues does not match 
up 
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Example Cont.

Here is one disagreement: 

● Johnny raises his hand, but calls out before the teacher called on him
● One person records this behavior as raising hand, but the other does 

not

The operational definition is not defined well enough for agreement 
between two independent observers 
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Operational Definition 

● Avoid judgmental description (bad, aggressive, etc.) 
● Use topography (physical description, motor movements)

● Consider function: Does student emits behavior to escape a demand; 
to seek attention? 

● Consider including known antecedents that ‘trigger’ the behavior 

○ Math problems 
○ Transitions to the bathroom  
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Operational Definitions as an RBT
● Read the operational definition of the target behavior 
● Watch the behavior with a supervisor so that you have the same model, 

and get interobserver agreement on data collection 
● Even if the behavior changes, do not change your definition without 

consulting supervisor

○ Changing what you mark as target behavior affects  ability to 
interpret data and make treatment decisions 

● Stay consistent and only change with input from supervisor 
○ Phase change line 
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In Sum 
Behavior→ the organism's interaction 
with its environment

● Response→ 1 instance of behavior 

● Described with topography (form) 

or function (effect)

● Response class→ group of 

responses with the same function 

● Repertoire→ set of responses 

someone learned relevant to a 

particular setting or task 

The physical setting or 

circumstances that influences 

behavior via stimulus change; 

include antecedent and 

consequence conditions. Stimulus Change:
Formal (physical)
Temporal (when)
Functional (effect)
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In Sum 
Behavior→ the organism's interaction 
with its environment

● Response→ 1 instance of behavior 

● Described with topography (form) 

or function (effect)

● Response class→ group of 

responses with the same function 

● Repertoire→ set of responses 

someone learned relevant to a 

particular setting or task 

Behavior (response) and Environment
(antecedent and/or consequence) 

relation

● Respondent (reflexive) and 

operant (learned) behaviors 

○ Emerges via Respondent 

and/or operant conditioning 

● Describe behavior with 

operational definitions 
(observable, measureable)
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